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MEDIA RELEASE
Infinite Care Continued Growth in Cairns Region
Infinite Care’s new Edge Hill Orchards facility opens its doors this week to take new resident admissions. The
brand new state of the art residential facility is located in Edge Hill which is central to all regions of Cairns and the
CBD.
Edge Hill Orchards will be home to 182 aged or high need residents and will address the increasing need within
the region for premium aged care options, and it will further provide much needed employment opportunities to
the Cairns community. This facility marks the third of its type for Infinite within Cairns, with Caravonica Waters
opening in November 2017 and Edmonton Gardens in February 2019. All Infinite facilities represent the latest in
residential care building design, green efficiency and innovation.
All single rooms showcase designer inspired furnishings, ensuite bathrooms and a variety of additional services
included in order to bring quality of life to residents. The facility design provides smaller communities to enable
extended family style living and with include a dedicated specialised Memory Support Unit. Innovation and
technology also form a key component to the service offering at Edge Hill Orchards, aiming to enable residents
to live their most productive lives and stay closely connected to their families and the wider community.
Edge Hill Orchards will provide employment to over 150 staff including full time, part time and casual staff
positions. Infinite Care are passionate about selecting people who value the elderly and are dedicated to bringing
these values to life every day in the facilities and to the company at large.
Infinite Care’s Joint Managing Director, Chris Stride, says, “With a long history and experience providing residential
aged care we have learnt that providing our employees with a supportive, positive and highly collaborative
environment translates to a high quality of care for our residents.” Infinite Care continues to pursue their goal to
becoming an employer of choice in the aged care sector, where they value their employees and provide job
flexibility, a supportive management structure, and ample opportunity for ongoing development. Infinite Care is
continuing to hire nursing, care and other operational staff across all its facilities in Cairns.
The opening of Edge Hill Orchards provides yet another exciting step in the growth story and expansion of Infinite
Care in the Cairns market. In addition to Infinite’s strong base of three facilities in Cairns they currently operate
five facilities in South Australia, two brand new facilities in south east Queensland that opened early in 2019. The
group has one more facility due to open in south east Queensland early 2020 and several more planned across
Australia in the near future.
To join the facility waitlist, make an employment or general enquiry please visit www.infin8care.com.au or call
1800 463 468.
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